APHL Position Statement

Use of Non-Culture Assays to Detect Foodborne Infectious Agents

surveillance data to detect and investigate
outbreaks of infectious diseases and to monitor
APHL advocates that all positive results from nonsignificant trends in the development of antibiotic
culture assays used by clinical laboratories to
resistance and altered pathogenicity. Several
detect foodborne disease agents of public health
national surveillance programs are built on this
concern be confirmed through culture-based
laboratory network, including PulseNet,1 National
identification methods, with a focus on increasing
Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring System
specimen submissions to public health
laboratories. Isolates should be fully characterized (NARMS),2 and other non-food related pathogentracking systems. They all require the continuous
to enable public health practitioners the ability to
availability of microbial culture isolates for analysis.
trace disease sources, develop intervention
Without adequate numbers of such isolates as the
strategies, monitor changes to virulence patterns,
and examine therapy regimens, thereby eliminating starting material for the laboratory findings that
populate relevant databases, the effectiveness of
threats to the health of the community. To this
these national surveillance systems will be severely
end, APHL supports current Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) culture confirmation compromised.
recommendations for Shiga toxin-producing E. coli1 Advances in technology have allowed faster
(STEC) published in October of 2009 and
detection of pathogens in both clinical specimens
encourages CDC to develop similar
and food samples without the need to isolate the
recommendations for other foodborne disease
organism. These non–culture based methods
agents, such as Campylobacter sp. and Salmonella include an array of biochemical, nucleic acid, and
sp.
serologic based tests which are marketed as

A. Statement of Position

diagnostic kits for clinical use. While these “rapid”
tests are becoming increasingly sensitive and
B. Background/Data Supporting Position
specific, limitations still exist3. False-positive nonThe public health laboratory system is a network of
culture assay results and poor or incomplete isolate
local, state, and national laboratories, working in
characterizations lead to unnecessary and
partnership with epidemiologists that play a key
sometimes costly public health interventions.4 CDC
role in the prevention and control of communicable
has generated standard of practice guidelines for
infectious diseases. The laboratory staff who
the testing and submission of STEC isolates and
support this system do so by providing
clinical materials to public health laboratories as
epidemiologists with population-based laboratory
outlined in an MMWR Recommendations and
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Reports.5 Clinical laboratories should culture
samples that signal positive in a non-culture assay
and consult with their state authority to determine
whether isolates and/or clinical material should be
sent to the PHL in support of epidemiological
investigations.

methods to demonstrate critical point-source
relationships within a community, a state, or the
nation. Such isolates are also essential for
conducting in-depth analyses required to monitor
trends in antibiotic resistance and the emergence
of new or altered pathogens.

The PulseNet1 programName
has provided critical
Subtitle/Policy

C. Implementation

support to national laboratory surveillance of
foodborne pathogens. PulseNet is a national
network of laboratories using standardized
molecular methods to detect clusters of foodborne
illness which are then investigated by
epidemiologists to determine if patients can be
linked in space or time. Efficient control measures
can be implemented when targeted by enhanced
laboratory findings derived from culture isolates.
The use of PulseNet data has been extremely
effective in epidemiologic investigations of local,
national, and international outbreaks.6,7 Its
effectiveness depends on the active participation of
public health laboratories around the nation that
use this technology to characterize isolates all
operating in a cooperative partnership with clinical
laboratories. Early identification of foodborne
illness clusters using PulseNet has made it possible
to respond rapidly on a national level to prevent
further cases of disease by facilitating "trace back"
to sources, so that production, distribution, and
sale of implicated foods may be halted.8 Many
PulseNet laboratories also contribute isolates to
NARMS.

On behalf of its members, APHL will collaborate
with CDC and the Council of State and Territorial
Epidemiologists (CSTE) to educate health-care
providers and clinical laboratories about the
importance of culture confirmation of non-culture
based test results, in-depth epidemiological
characterization, and continuous surveillance of
foodborne infectious diseases via published
updated recommendations. APHL will continue
developing guidelines for public health laboratories
regarding best practices for laboratory identification
and characterization of STEC and other foodborne
pathogens. APHL will also work with CDC and CSTE
to assist the US Food and Drug Administration in
responding to the issue of approval of new tests
that affect public health laboratory-based
surveillance.
APHL members will seek speaking opportunities
whenever possible to address the need for isolate
retention and submission.

APHL will continue to meet with CDC and clinical
laboratory partners and their representative body,
the American Clinical Laboratory Association
(ACLA), and The American Society for Microbiology
An essential feature of PulseNet, NARMS, and other
(ASM). Specifically, APHL will work with ACLA and
national surveillance networks is the need for
ASM members, CDC and CSTE to:
constant access to a broad spectrum of culture Develop results interpretation guidelines for
confirmed bacterial pathogens specifically
clinicians
identified and thoroughly characterized by
members of the public health laboratory system. To
 Assist clinical laboratories in decreasing
detect communicable disease outbreaks early and
time interval for submitting PulseNet-tracked
focus epidemiologic investigations, culture isolates
isolates to PulseNet laboratories
must be available for characterization and subtyping by serological, biological, or molecular
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Create physician education materials
regarding foodborne illness diagnosis



Assist regulatory agencies in developing
policies and accreditation rules that reflect
the standard of care guidelines proposed by
CDC5
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